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truths by means of his constant intercourse with the spirit world. Swedenborg was the founder of the science of crystallography, and Mesmer was
the first Eurooean ohvsician
of rank who taught and applied the methods
,
of what becaGe later known as hypnotic suggestion, ~sychothera~y,
psychopathology,. parapsychology, and psychoanalysis.
From h ~ own
s
autobiography and from Goethe's sympathetic description
in the ninth book of Poetry and Truth we gain an intimate knowledge of
the charming ~ersonalityof Johann Jung-Stilling (174~-1817), a writer of
pietistic leanings, a political economist and physician by profession. He, too,
claimed direct intercourse with the spirits of the departed and was at home
in the mystico-theosophical dreamlkds of ~aracklsus (cf. p. 273) and
Jacob B6hme (cf. p. 270).
The Saxon physician Friedrich Hahnemann (1755-1843)~ likewise opposed
to the current materialism of medical science, became the founder of
homoeopathy, characterized by the attempt at effecting cures by the application of medicaments which produce in the human body symptoms similar
to those of the disease: treating constipation with laxatives and acidosis with
alcalizing agents. Vaccination against malignant pustules and smallpox,
first practiced by the English country doctor, Edward Jenner ( 1 7 4 ~ 1 ~ 3 ) ~
was a direct application of the therapeutic principles of homoeopathy.
Hahnemann's Organon of Practical Medicine (1810) became the classical
handbook of all homoeopathists. His influence extended to England and
North America, and some of his disciples opened the first homoeopathic
institute in Philadelphia, forming the nucleus of the foundation of the
Hahnemann College (1848) with its several hospitals and policlinics. In
Washington, D. C., a public monument was erected in Hahnemann's honor.
Abraham Werner (174~1817), the "father of geology," who taught at
the internationally famous mining academy at Freiberg in Saxony, was
the chief defender of the theory of "Neptunism," trying to relate all
geological formations and changes to oceanic influences. His views exercised
a certain fascination on Goethe's scientific theories as well as on the
Romantic nature philosophy of Novalis (cf. p. 476), H. Steffens (1773-1845),
and Franz von Baader (1765-1841). The "Neptunist" theory was refuted
by the English geologist James Hutton (1726-1797), whose "Plutonism"
explained geological transformations as the results of volcanic influences.
In the field of biology William Harvey's (1578-1657) hitherto accepted
theory of organic evolution or preformation, maintaining the generation of
plants and animals from original constitutional dispositions of species, was
opposed in the eighteenth century by Friedrich Wolff's (1733-1794) theory
of postformation or epigenesis which taught the spontaneous generation of
new organisms from unorganized matter. Both theories were combined in
the early twentieth century in Hans Driesch's (1867-1941) concept of
"epigenetic evolution," according to which an organism is the result of the
activation of constitutional dispositions, under the influence of biological
factors and environmental conditions.
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GERMAN CLASSICAL IDEALISM
Germany and the Classical Heritage. The "European tradition" had its
intellectual roots as much in the culture of antcqity as in the more recent
forces of Christianity which superseded t E former but never entirely
abrogated this ancient legacy.\The German tradition, on the other hand,
showed itself opposed at several junctures to the smooth formalism and
placid equilibrium of classical antiquity, asserting the irrational and mystical
impulses of its own psychological and racial heritagy!fhe first real synthesis
of Graeco-Roman, Christian, and Germanic culture was embodied in the
Carolingian Renaissance (cf. p. 51 sqq.), while the second European classical
revival in the fifteenth and sixteenth centuries met with little response on
religious dynamism of the Lutheran Reformation
of the Italian Renaissance and the academic
classicism of seventeenth-century France, though feeb!Iy imitated in Germany, evoked there at the same time the a i lassical movements of
(cf. p. 364 sqq.), Sentimentalism, a n $ C "-stC-__,u
~.~
F o ~ t r e s s . > ~was
t
the fatter part of thf'eighteenth century that the spiritual unrest of the
German mind succeeded in achieving a classical harmony and perfection
of its own stamp, a cultural and intellectual pattern that resulted from such

,,

nineteenth century.
I
,
The Revolution of Feeling. The classical writers and thinkers of Gerp ~ p w ' t h o u texception experienced in their youth the influence of
-u$cf.
p. 3 6), the European apostle of a new emotionalism, who
became the leader of a whole generation in t h e i ~ e v ~ ~ n ~ i - % ~ & X ~ o t i s m
Descartes's "exister c'est penso" (to exist means to think)
the slogan "exister c'est sentir" (to exist means to feel),
F calling attention to the neglected powers of will and heart
challenging the complacency of an artificially organized
individualism of rational human beings he substituted an
a
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the feeling ego the final authority
si!ive hearts and
the
victory of modern subjectivism,
life and culture
rehabilitating the inwardness of sentiment
literary arts and r e d i s c o v a the landscape as a
With Rousseau=~erman
classicists
the right of nature to assert itself, but they
sublimated his message by the demand that nature be perfected by means
of human reason and moral action. With Rousseau they shared the conviction that moder civilization had destroyed the fullness and oneness
of human nature, bywhile Rousseau expected the restoration of its original
/ integrity from a return to a primitive state of life, his German disciples
(. pointed forward to the superior culture and the true humanity of a future
day and age, to be ushered in by great
in whom the faculties
of reason, will, and emotions would be
criticism beyond
Both Hserer and Sch,iler advanced in
Rousseau's one-sidehanticultural pessimism, by their contention thahcivilization, by virtue of its own inherent vitality, could heal the wounds that
struck It was their belief th only a sham civilization could harm the ,
grity of human nature, but tha a genuine and
uld necessarily lead human nature its true
than anyone else exemplified in his life as
that modern man, on his passage through ever rising planes of cultural
education, through self-realization and intellect
end attain to the reborn nayvet4 of pristine
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Samuel Richardson's (1689-1761) sentimental novels moved Christian Gellert
(cf. p. 349) so deeply that he "was drowned with weeping:' that he
"sobbed with infinite joy" and considered Richardson a magician who
commanded "all that is touching and overwhelming, enrapturing and
intoxicating."CaFtiTrZand
intoxicatlornhis English and German readers
found in Edward
Night Thoughts on Life,
Death, and I mortality
Macpherson's (17361796) romanti&ems of
which the Scottish poet falsely
advertised as translations
bard of the third century
A.D. Young's nature poetry and Macpherson's sentimental melancholy
assumed a new and more vigorous life in Klopstock's odes and Goethe's
Sovo s of Young Wwther (cf. p. 409 sq.).
(
The"
sentimentalism
that ervades these literary documents, bordering
at times on exhibitionism, epresented violent reaction against the conc o princely absolutism and,
ventional and authoritaria ~ u & ~ e . , - ~ f ~ s oand
has its center in the self-assertion of the individual and his experiences.
betters, diaries, and memoirs beca e the favorite literary vehicles of
personal confession and self-portraya All at once the German language lost
its stilted artificiality, assuming color and expressive vigor. The science of
physiognomies became for Johann Kaspar Lavater (1741-1801) the key
that unlocked the sacred s
of human personality, its riches, its mysteries,
,J,,,:
its unlimited
feeling of universal friendship and brother- & ~ . . " ~ r
all members of the human race, between ;>.,~.;f.,,,;
man and nature, between nature and God, and nature itself became the in- "'
timate confidant of all
tle element that soothes and
'
liberates, that heals
and holy again, ~ h ~ ~ ~ h
speculation, and practica
all dissolved in the waves
of feeling, mystical affection and devotion, and awe-inspired exaltation.
6) Friedrich Gottlob Klopstoclj: (1724-1803).
Though an "apprentid; of
the Greeks" in the metrical form of his lyric poetry, Klopstock was a typical
poet of the Germ nic North, as far as the spirit and content of his works
is concerned. His 'expressionistic" style was the medium of his emotion
/
and passion;and
showed little of the neo-classical "noble simplicity and
quiet grandeur." However, in the midst of the sweet and sentimental
trivialities of the anacreontic and.~sG-~o?t$is work represents another
milestone on the road to classicii German-Iiterature, and with his solemn
conviction of the religious, social, and national significance of poetry, he
restored to the realm of German letters dignity of form and sublimity of
subject matter.
When the first three cantos of his Messiah were published in 1748, Klopstock was joyously acclaimed and adopted as Germany's first and foremost
poet in modern times. Although the author of this religious poem was
influenced in the choice of his theme by Milton's (1608-1674) religious e p h ,
the twenty cantos of the completed work resemble in composition and style
more the musical form of the oratorio than the epical narrative of its
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novel with their emotional exuberance and somewhat scurrilous humor.
James Thomson's (1700-1748) Seasons, with its detailed description of
nature, found an echo in Haydn's oratorio (1801) of the same title, and
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Engliih model. The poem is greatest in its lyricand dramatic passages
and lacks the plasticity, concreteness, and individuality of objective and
descriptive literary forms. In conformity with the Lutheran dogmatic
oremises of the work the human nature of Christ is comoletelv submerged
in the divine attributes of the Redeemer. What interests the author primarily
is not so much Christ's passion and death, viewed as histor~coccurrences,
but rather the psychological effects of the work of redemption on human
souls, on angels, and ohdemons.
The characteristic features of the Messiah reappear in Klopstock's Odes
and in his dramatic attempts. The positive and negative qualities of his
poetry are well defined in Friedrich Schiller's critical appraisal:
sphere is always the realm of ideas, and he makes everything lead
the infinite. One might say that he deprives everything that he
its body in order to turn into spirit, whereas other poets clothe everything
spiritual with a body.'&od
and immortality are the central themes of
most of Klopstock's works, and they are all per eated with the conviction
of the infinite value of the immortal human s o y ~ v e r ~ t h i neart
g y and
material is seen and evaluated from the point of vlew of eternitv'7 and his
! devotion to nature is an eloquent testimony to the omnipresence and
omnipotence of the divine spirit, manifesting itself in the circling stars
of the skies, in the rhythmic cycles of the seasons, and in the elemental
, forces of nature. It is Klopstock's historic accomplishment: to have freed
/ , the German language from the bondage of a sterile rhetoricalijntellectualism
; and to have made
i 'the impulses and ex
' T a m c a n n anS
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conclusions by the generation that succeeded that of Lessing and Klopstock. While the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries had still r cognized
and order for mankind\thr age
or its individual representatives as
man could be proclaimed as the
'human civilization appeared as a
and superindividual norms, the great
epochs of history resulting from the harmonization of individual and social
'claims, and the epochs of decline revealing their maladjustment and open
antagonism. N p l o n did
~ the .individual
recognize
-.
himself
---- as an integral
..
part-of a universal order, hut he-tonce~ved3 himself-as a n autonomous
b&ng w~~~e~~iirinate~'1aw'and
individual nature set .hi...apart, in sharp
, coiiuast tb hid age and social environment.bn France the revolt of the
t,'
individual and his victory was decided in th political irena; in Germany
%"P
,d.. ($;niv;
"
the scene of action was the realm of 1ettersJand the victorious forces that
were destined to assume the intellectual leadership of their nation were
,?
recruited from the awakening middle classes.
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In 1760 a small pamphlet was published, bearing the somewhat obscure
title Somatic Memoirs. Its author was Johann Georg Hamann (1730-1788),
the'"Magus of the North," who in sibylline language and in glowing colors
painted the image of the sage of Antiquity as the true prototype of a great
human personality. What were the essential features of this
type of man, of this new Socrates in whom the age of enlightenment
already seen the precursor of its own aspirations? For Hamann the
Socrates was a genuine product of creative nature, a genius who
impelled by the irresistible dictates of the "daimon" in his own breast, a
predestined from eternity to tragic conflict, to suffering, and death.
exemplary greatness this new man resembled the heroes of Greek
whose valor was derived from the mysterious depths of their
and from the unconscious forces of nature. With this new concept of human
personality Hamann dealt the deathblow to the arrogant humanitaria&m
and the complacency of ~ ~ h 7 " j h T o.,T i p h ~ i i ' i ' ~ ~ ' the
~aiied
attention and enthuslastlc foTowmg 3 the younger generation, out of whose
ranks were to emerge the classical representatives of German culture ,and
literature in the late eighteenth and early nineteenth centuries.
The literary revolution crystallized in the poemyand dramas of the
,"Storm and Stress" (Sturm und Drang) movement, whlch derived its name
/
from the title of one of Maximilian Klinger's (1,752-1831)
plays. With all
"Storm and Stress" oets Rousseau's _*antirationalism
and anticultural
,
pessimism became a kind of obsession. But if R ~ n ~ ~ t i i 7---i I r ' " B 5 c k
toIm?uR!"-h&&~~~&~~~?70p~ocial
s y s t G T x in "Emile" and the
' ' p J o ~ ~ ~ E w i g E ; >ad-fried-t~vindicate
9. . ". h .
human emotions and passions,
the writers who g a t h e r e e n d Herder and G o e t w Strasbourg-k
anarchy for freedom and arbitrayiness tor naturalness. Their aesthetic revolution wasTheretore essentlany desttcfive, a a e d , a's it were, at all rule and
aut-and
g l o < f ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ 5 ~ ~ t n and
o u the
s nrule
e sofs instincts
,
u n ~ m g l e d .Their tota ac of tntellectual and m ~.-.---,
r a i ' T Z " ~mXes
them crave for
e ~ ? r h ehero oi Klinger's
"Sturm und D
Revolution as a volunteer,
I
gives vent to th? restlessness and rootlessness of
\ this
. "lost
r A - enera
- 4 b F when G.,.A..,,..:
he exclaims: /Wowhere M, nozhere re~~e$,:~gutted.,b,~.
..~mp-~Isexand. 1 >
a),
power
. I k m going to take part in this ampsg'n.
There I can + , . r C b
expand my soul, and if they do me the favor to shoot me down-all the
better." For Wilhelm Heinse's (1749-1803) Ardinghello, passion, lust, and a3
a *'*L
,
crime are necessary and legitimate forms of human life. The only true
virtue is power, and weakness is the only real crime.
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the same time a spontaneity and radicalism that were needed as much
for destruction as for regeneration.
/'''What#-sll. n G D asks Lavater in his Physiognomic Fragments (1775r-,,-,,
w X \ an ..
R
. anQwers:
~~-~~ "Where there are efficiency, power, action, thought,
feeling which can be neither learned nor taught bymen-there is genius.
Genius is what is essentially unlearned, unborrowed, unlearnable, untransferable, what is unique, inimitable, and divine.
. Genius flashes; genius
- creates . . . ; it is inimitability, momentaneity, revelation. . . ." Taking this
definition as a standard of measurement, nonebut, Herder, Goethe, and
3-':C .. .
Schiller lived up to its requisites. F/>,&ij;s&-?,
T- h..e- "Stnrm
ooets' cult of&akespeare was almost a case of
-.... snd
-..- Stressw
- .
mistaken identity: ~hakes~e'are
was of course not the "uncultivated genius,"
who disregarded artistic rules and aesthetic laws, but he was the great
master who used them as tools and servile organs of a thoroughly disEhn~nc?&%r&/
ciplined artistic mind.
d) Iohann Gottfried Herder (1~44-1803).' Out of Rousseau's glorification
of the forces of primitive nature and out of Hamann's understanding of
human personality and creative genius, Herder was able to evolve his own
concept of t ~ @ _ r ? f _ r ? f h p P g a ~ . . ~ from
~ $ &its$dark
~ ~ ,and
unconscious eglnnings to its mature intellectual documentation in distinct
national cultures. As Hamann's most faithful disciple Herder
.
.
~
,
9
,
s
made.----~.,
his own
the
. .definition
, . .
of poetry. as ~~~~~ther:t.ongue..of..~he.human~.ace.
Language
appeared to him as a sublime symbol of the human mind, a genuine expression of the spirit of nations, races, and cultures that achieved its purest
manifestation in the works of poetry and literature. Together with language and literature, however, he conceived of art, religion, philosophy, law,
and custom as direct objectivations and realizations of the lives, instincts,
environments, and living conditions of the peoples and nations of the past
and present. The "inner form" that worked as an immanent, active principle in poetry and art was born of the spirit of the age; it tolerated no
longer the imitation of absolete styles of the past but demanded original
creation born of the experiences of the living generations. In this way he
visualized Homer, Luther, Shakespeare, and other great leaders and innovators in the realms of arts, letters, and human thought not only as
autonomous personalities but at the same time as true representatives and
mouthpieces of the spirit of &r age, their peo le, and their material and
spiritual environments. TIie fundarnental~dni$
.
of the s e n i w . and his
maternal native soil, race and cultural heutagc.was.discavered,-e.m+atically
areat--contemporaries of the
~
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cle.ssical age and----to the nineteenth --centur.y. His disciples and heirs could no
longer consld;;;poetry, Eterature, and art a&a pleasant or inspiring pastime:
he. taught
them to understand their endeavors and the finished nrndnrtc
.
ot their creative minds as the fruits of the innerpost essence of- individual
and social forces in a given historical situatio
destined to become part and parcel of the
soul, and Rousseau's anticultural
by a joyous acknowledgment of the ever changing plenitude and diversity
of intellectual forms and patterns. The immeasurably enlarged vision was
enabled to travel far back into the German and Eurooean Dast. to ~vtenrt
-its
.. view i?to an anticipated future, and to survey theAuanorama06 world
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*Herder war born in Mohrungen (Eart Prusria), came under Kanr's influence at the
University of KBnigrbcrg (1762) where he studied medicine, theology, philosophy, nnd
philology. From 1764-1769 he was employed as teacher and preacher at the Protertznt
cathedral school in Riga. In Strasbourg (1770) he asrociated with Goethe, who later on was
iduential in bringing &out Herder's appointment as general superintendent (of the Church)
in Weimai. His last years were embittered by his controversiei with Ksnt and his cstrangement from Gaethe.

the
Among Herder's critical an-d poetic works the following deserve special
mention as documents of the perspicacity and universality of his mind: in
the Travel-lournal (Reiseiosrnd, 1769) we discover the fruit of his early
preoccupation with the problems of aesthetics, poetry, and pedagogy. H e
points to a new and true Humanism of the future, speculates on the basic
requisites of a liberal constitution for the state of Livonia, and dreams of
a renascence of RussoSlavic civilization. In his Fragments Concerning the
More Recent German Literature (1767) he continues and supplements the
critical analyses of Lessing's Literaturbriefe (cf. p. 381). H e d
on the significance of poetic rhythm, meter, and style,
evolution of literary expression from its primitive and
inarticulate sound to an intellectual maturity that subjects emotionalism
..
and metaphorical imagery to order and rational law: a change and cyclical
movement that recurs in each national organism and that regularly is
marked by the gradual d i s p l a c e m e T ~ f ~ ~ ~ , ~ leading
r o s e , eventually
to abstract intellectualism and sterile rationalism n comparing cultural and / ' ' b y
literary growth
the evolution of biologicat s p e c l e s ~ s ~ i i i ~ ~ the
~~ough
.
. with
successwe stages of primitivity, matufity, and death, only to make room
for new beginnings, Herder anticipated
Hegel's (cf. p. 502 sq.) "dialectical
~ ~ . ~ ~ . .
philosophy" of history as welr as Spengler's (188,31936)" theory of "cultural.
cvcles."
--..
The "Letters for the Promotion of Humanity" (Briefe zur Bef6rderung
der Humanitat, 1793-1797) contain Herder's condemnation of the vice of
national pride which he considered "the greatest of all follies." "Education
for humanity" is to bring about the harmonization of the natural, the
moral, and the divine, culminating in tfZKnal reconciliation ot Antiquity
A
:,..
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*Cf.Oswald Spengler: ~ G - b e c ~ i nofe the Weir (New York: Alfred Knopf, 1939), trans.
froin the German: Dm ~ntergp'ngdes Abendlandm (Miinchen, 1917; 1932).
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and Christianity. In collaboration with Goethe and the historian and statesman Justus Moser (1720-1794) Herder published the essays "On German
Arts and Customs" (Von deutscher Art und
contributed his profound studies on Ossian a d
tention to the buried treasures of folk poetry nd
sion and interpretation of actual life as th essential function of literature.
the validity of his

/

\$
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and races. His poetic
in word, rhythm,
masters in the art
flexibility as much
his own poetic creations of originality and lasting significance. H e lives on
as an inspired and inspiring seer, teacher, and pioneer, a leader into a
promised land in which others might reap what he had sown.
Neo.Classicism and the New Humanism. Herder appears in his full
and imposing stature when viewed as the standard-bearer in the momentous
meaningless
struggle that was being waged in
and the barrenness
from the rebirth of a richer and truer
complete realization of man's potentialities and innate aspirations, he summarized in the Letters for the Promotion of Humanity in these words:
"Humanity: if we would give this idea its full vigor
if we would inscribe
it into our own hearts and those of our fellow-men as an unavoidable,
general, and primary obligation-all our social, political, and religious
prejudices might perhaps not entirely disappear, but they would at least be
softened, restrained, and rendered innocuous."
a ) Greece and Rome. For Herder's friends and contemporaries the ideal
pattern of this exalted type of humanity seemed to be embodied in the
world of Graeco-Roman antiquity. The New Humanism in the North,
in France as well as in Germany, paid little attention at first to the heritage
of ancient Greece. It was rather the ancient republic of Rome that beckoned
with the splendid achievements of its art, literature, and intellectual culture.
Englishmen were among the first to carry on systematic archaeological research on ancient Roman soil, and from England the new classicistic
of architecture penetrated into northern Germany. The shift of inte
from Rome to Greece was chiefly due to the Platonic and Neo-Plato
program of studies in the monastic colleges of Cambridge and Oxfor
where Plotinus, the head of the Neo-Platonic schools (203-26g), was
read and appreciated in the seventeenth century. It was above all
Shaftesbury (1671-1713), the English moral philosopher, who eager1
sorbed these Platonic teachings, reviving in his ethico-aesthetic treatises t
Greek ideal of the harmony of the good, the~.true, and
. the
.
beautifu
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philosophical and aesthetic speculation of Herder, Goethe, Schiller, and
some of the leaders of the German Romantic School (cf. p. 470 sqq.).
b) "Noble Simplicity and Quiet Gandeur."Jhann
Toachim Wicket(
' * mann (gz7-1768), on the other hand, was attiacted like Lessing to the art
'3EfiiGrature of ancient Greece by a real inner d n i t y . Vexed and irritated
by the vainglorious showmanship of the courtly culture of the Rococo and
filled with compassion for the peoples and nations that smarted in the
servitude of more or less enlightened despots Winckelma-~Le~iZi~~.~
------.
escaped into the more humane climate of Gr k democracy and
found a
haven of intellectual and poral repose in the purer and simpler forms of
/Greek
art and l i t e r a t u r e p enough, it was an idealized and partly unhistorical Greece to which both these writers paid homage but it was
nevertheless also the Greece of the Horn ric epics, of Attic tragedy and
prose, of Xenopho , Plato, and Aristotle,
Greek art as Winckelmann knew an/d interpreted it, the art of "noble
simplicity and quiet grandeur" (edle Einfalt und stille Gosse), became
d-o@!
artistic c r e h "Back
for him and his age the measure a
to Hellas!" becami the battle c r y x s tnd poets, s~holarsilnd educators, burghers and nobles.
$+Psi4,*,.*+e+
&.& ..de...,.c,
In Rome, Florence, Naples, and i n the recently excavated &ties of
Hercuhneum and Pompeii, Winckelmann inhaled the spirit of thk ancient
world. In the Roman copies of the masterpieces of Greek sculpture he admired the unity of form and content, the smoothness and gentle grace of
lines and contours, the freedom and ease of the plastic form. Like Lessing
he remained unaware of the fact that Greek art and life were not all
smoothness, harmony, and ideal b e a u t y , ~ ~ h ~ ~ . . u ~ n ~ ~ ~ a ~ s m ~ ~ ~ s u r f a c e . l o o m e d
t r a d ~.a_nd..b~cns.e...suffering
.
.as..ever.pxesent~rgaljties,,~
thatjthe serenity of
Apollo was constantly challenged by the dark irrationality o!+Dionysos t i e
god of the blind urge, of orgiastic intoxication and demonic lust. j/
Winckelmann's epochal History of the Art of Antiquity (1764), the
result of his archaeological studies, contained his classicistic principles of
aesthetic contemplation. The influence of the classical Greek writers was
reflected in a measured and lucid prose which made the book accessible
to many non-German readers.
c) Neo-Classicism, the French Revolution, and the Style of the Napoleonic
Empire. Despite Winckelmann's conviction that only by
Greeks could German artists and writers achieve real
/ the spirit of Hellas but the spirit of ancient Rome
universally to the sober taste and temper of the
The struggle between the dying Rococo and
ning in France and Germany in the sixth decade of the eighteenth century,
ended with the victory of the unimaginative and somewhat pedantic reincarnation of Roman civic republicanism in the ideology of Robespierre
and b e French Revolution. Cicero (106-47 B.c.), the great Roman orator.
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who admired his legalistic mind and his ethical rigorism. He appeared to
them as an ideal combination of a "popular philosopher" and an orator of
quence. They quoted freely from him and other Roman
ed Danton for not complying with this fashion.
commanded all the devices of classical rhetoric and was
f the dynamic power of the spoken word. T o Nietzsche
,
'I
ppeared as "a statue of Antiquity in the midst of a Christian society." The artists who depicted Napoleon's features were struck by
'
their resemblance to those of Emperor Augustus. The remaining feudal and
3,
, +dynastic political formations of medieval Europe were swept away by the
/'French
emperor, to be replaced by a political order of his own making, by
a system that showed the characteristic marks of classical symmetry, simplicI.))
ity, and rationality. By bringing about the "alliance of philosophy with the
sword" he strove to resume the task of the Roman Caesars, to give peace
to the world by establishing a unified dictatorial rule over the nations of
Europe. H e tried to revive Roman imperialism in a Christian garb, visited
the tomb of Charlemagne at Aix-la-Chapelle, and crowned himself emperor
in the presence of the pope. The structure and administration of his centralized empire was fashioned in accordance with the Roman model, and he
made Roman law the basis of jurisdiction and Roman political ethics the
basis of education. Artists and men of letters worked in the service of the
" Empire and were entrusted with the task of embellishing and glorifying
its universal mission. The new "Punic War"" against the English "nation
of shopkeepers" was to restore the absolute hegemony of the New Rome
and to make the Mediterranean a "French Lake."
Thus the New Classicism, the style of the "Empire," carried forward by
Napoleon's legions, went on its sweeping march of conquest throughout
the territories and nations of the Western hemisphere. It found its outward
expression in the increasing number of architectural monuments and newly
planned cities that arose in the immense area that was flanked by St.
Petersburg (Leningrad) in the East, Washington in the West, and Monte
video in the South. The simple lines and symmetrical designs of thi
cosmopolitan architecture followed the artistic example of ancient Rome
and its modern replica, Paris, the imperial metropolis on the Seine.
d) Neo-Classical Art in Germany. The disintegration of the Holy Roma
Empire and the political misfortunes of Austria and Prussia retarded an
partly th arted the development of the plastic arts in the German-speakin
countriesT~heneo-dassical style on German soil acquired significance a
a component part of the great achievements of classical idealism in literatur
and philosophy but remained chiefly eclectic, imitative, and academic
architecture, sculpture, and p a i n t i n d ~ sthe style of the political and soc'
forces of conservation, tradition, and reaction it extended far into t
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"Rome waged thrce "Punic Wars" w'ith Carrhage (264-146 a.c.) to secure military an
economic supienixy over rlie doininnring Jsen power oi her poliric;il rival (Punic-Caithaginlan
Wars). Carthage was finally conqueicd a/id destroyed (149-146).
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nineteenth century and disappeared only in the period of the revolutionary
movements that paved the way for conqtitutional reforms and the noiitical
unification of Germany.
A<,+, .,:~.
The public buildings and monume
death of Frederick the Great to the r~,v~oIntion
of 1848 (cf. p. 527sq.) show
a regularity and frugal rigidity of des~gnthat make them appear as foreign
\importations rather than as the manifistation of indigenous forces/Their
cool and sober intellectualism found little response among the .&ople at
large who were much more attached to the still surviving art forms of
a colorful popular Baroque or a soulful Romanticism. The representative
style of the French "Empire" found its rather timid echo in the German
a manner of living and a style of interior decoration
~ n q l i ~ cthe
h stately neo-classical mannerisms were reduced to the
intimacy of a bourgeois culture, whose neatness and narrowness reflected
the mentality and social conditions of the Germanpiddle classes between . .
1815 and 1848 (the "Vorm&," cf. p. 461 sqq.). j , ~ , ~ ; ~ ~ ~ ~ - , , ; s . ~ i . .i
.~.~%
,
The most significant architectural monuments of ~ g f m a nNeo-Classicism
'
are found in Berlin, Munich, and Karlsruhe. In Berlin the Silesian architect,
Kad Langhans (1733-1808), created the f a m o u s ' ~ ~ ~ ~ & &?,/
~~~~c..
(1789-1793), the symbolic gateway to the metropo l$ of the sold~er-kmgs
of Prussia.
The gryatest rnas r ol the "Prussian style" in architecture was Karl
Friedrich r h i n k r ~ 4 7 8 ~ - ~ 8 4 r )whose
,
prolific building activity drew inspiration om the distant and disparate sources of Greek and Gothic
architecture. As the son of a historically minded age he felt free to choose
among the various stylistic possibilities of the past, but lacked the singleness
of purpose and creative spontaneity that are required for the achievement
of artistic unity and true originality. To him "Old Berlin" owes its characteristic architectural physiognomy, and his strongly developed sense of
orderliness, balance, and clarity of design made him anticipate some of the& L4
principles of modern "functional" architecture. The ' ~ d
Berlin (1822-1828) was the first building of its kind on
continent (the British Museum was constructed according to the classicistic
designs of Sir Rpbert Smirke between 1823 and 1855), and the Berlin
"Schauspielhatrs"i(r818-1821) served as a model for most of the municipal
a n d national p~$houses of the nineteent6rGZTG. in his more than eighty
buildings Schinkel utilized most of the historic styles of architecture with
which he had become acquainted
his extensive travels. As a loyal servant 1
of the royal dynasty of ~ r u s s i a s c h i n k e l designed the spiked helmet ,
(Pickelhaube) that became one of the best known symbols of Pr ssian
militarism and was adopted by both th/e police force9 the army,&p).
The ~ u l p t o r so\hr 'Trussian styl$'were G o t t f r i e < ~ c h a S i(1764-l8~0)
and his pupil Chnstpn'Rauch ("'7-1857), both o k h e neo-class~cists,
but both inclined to translate the classical repose of ancient statuary into
the more characteristic and individualistic language of their own political
~
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and social environment. Among many other works each of the two sculptors
,created statues in commemoration of Frederick the Great. The base of
0 ' Rauch's equestrian monument of the Prussian king in Berlin is largely
( occupied by the figures of Prussian generals, while to Kant and Lessing
an overly modest space is allotted underneath the tail of Frederick's horse.
King Louis I of Bavaria (1825-1848) was one of the few German princes
of the neo-classical period who continued the noble tradition of princely
patronage of the arts, despite the adverse conditions of the times. Under
his rule the neoclassical style experienced a belated flowering in southern
Germany. By his consistent and vigorous cultivation of artistic and literary
court and the royal capital of Munich the cultural center
commissioned Leo von Klenze (1784-1864) with the

tother and "Propyl;ien" in Munich; the
"Befreitlngshalle," commemorating the
Karlsruhe, the capital of the margraves of Baden, was transformed into a
mathematically construed model city of dignified classicistic taste by
Friedrich Weinbrenner (1766-1826), who superimposed on the Baroque
ground plan the characteristic elements of the new style, and adorned the
city gates, palaces, and many private residences with Doric and Corinthian
ornamentation.+
Nerrclassical German ~aintingshowed considerably less vitality and ingenuity than its sister arks. A Gaint mixture of Antiquity and Rococo, of
imitative-naturalistic and phantastic-theatralic elements characterizes most
of the paintings produced in the age of Goethe and Schiller. Angelica
Kauffmann (1741-1807), of Swiss nationality, created a large number of
sentimental and genrelike works, allegorical and mythological subjects, gods
and goddesses, Vestal virgins and syhils, heroically posing figpcal compositions and sober, commonplace portraits. Wi1hel~'~Tischbein..(1751-1829)
is best known for his somewhat spectacular painting of Goethe in the
classical setting of the Roman Campagna. Winckelmann's favorite was the
court painter of the king of Saxony in Dresden, Anton Raphael Mengs
(172.8-1779)~ whom he placed even above his idol Raphael. Today Mengs
appears to us as a faithful and diligent pupil of the great masters of the
Italian Renaissance, a talented draftsman, but one whose paintings la
coloristic luster and spiritual depth. In the landscapes of Asmus Carste
(1754-1798)~ however, nature awakes
,! stir and move underneath the transparent classical
; I Romanticism that pradu;lly illuminates...:.... >..-#) of the classical
<:,,.:,,;
Lt.
,
' ("Altertumswissenschaft"). The archae
ological as well as linguistic intered in Antiquity was born of the neo
classical and neo-humanistic tendencies of the eighteenth century. T h
3>,:

-

*Many of the monuments of nco-elasricai German architecture were destroyed du
world War n.
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scientific exploration of the ancient civilizations of Greece and Rome
(Alt~rlzms~unde,
Alter~~~rnswissenschaft)
grew out of the pioneer work of
German philologists and included eventually every aspect of the life and
culture of Antiquity. The actual founder of the new science was Friedrich
August Wolf (1759-1824), professor of classical philology in Halle and
Berlin, a pupil of Christian Gottlob Heyne (1729-1812) in Gottingen, who
had taught him to evaluate classical literature and culture from the aesthetic
and artistic point of view. Henceforth the study of the ancient writers was
no longer primarily concerned with the imitation of classical figures of
speech hut was to serve the refinement of taste and the perfection of human
character. Another one of Heyne's famous pupils was Wilhelm von
Humholdt (1767-1835), a friend of Schiller and Goethe, who later on, as
Prussian minister of education, was to introduce the ideas of the New
Humanism into the Prussian schools (cf. p. 439sqq.).
f ) The New Hmanism. The original philosophical and spiritual forces
of the classical age, that are inseparably linked with the names of Goethe
and Schiller as its greatest exponents, were Rationalism and Protestantism.
It was the Protestant heritage
*.
that saved t h e ~ r Z G X ~ T Z $ o phy of Germany from the atomism, materialism, and skepticism with which
the period
.~of Enlightenment was befraught in France and Enzland. and
it was this.Pro&stztnt religious and
German < & d s g J its characteristic flavor.
This Germa&ldsalism crystallized
in the sister cities of Weimar and Jena,
Thuringia,
iatke-very heart of Germany. Two small orovincial rnwnc rhe
.
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reliant autonomy of a fully developed human personality revealed the unshakable trust and certitude of a religious creed. Human guilt, error, and
blindness were atoned for by the redeeming force of "pure humanity"
(reine Menschlichijeit). Human greatness was seen as the result of the
!moral
and aesthetic conquest of the subhuman strata of life, and such a
I
I mastery of life was the precious reward of the self-discipline
1 moral effort of the poet, the artisr, the philosopher. Once
Mprovided the ideal pattern of the
the Greeks in whose "Kaloijagathia"
this classical harmony had found its verbal and factual expression.
Art was considered by the New Humanists as the most effective of all
educative forces, the only one that was capable of truly reforming and
reintegrating human life, and beauty was considered as the most trustworthy
guide to goodness and truth. Kant's uncompromising dualism of nature
and spirit, of sense faculty and reason, appears reconciled in Schiller's idea
of the aesthetic education of man, leading to the harmonious development
of all human faculties and potentialities. According to Schiller man shares
his sensitive nature with the irrational animals, he shares his moral destiny
with the spiritual powers, but he is unique in that he alone can embrace
and resolve in his own being the o osing forces of matter and mind, of
sense and reason, of nature and spir&t is art that points the way to that
ideal r aim where true freedom is found in the tranquillity of the "beautiful
a
')'
soul."
In this fervent desire of the New Humanism to attain to moral and
spiritual freedom in an ideal subjective and objective world, fashioned by
art and resplendent with beauty, the "Rel'gion of Humanity" (Humanitatsreligion) reveals its deepest significance:\ the New Humanism appears as
another attempt of modern man to build a unified
integrated philosophy of life on the bases of modern
will to autonomy and self-responsibility, now stirring
classes, found its confirmation in an
sciousness of the
letters" which was to replace the
intellectual

P

,

in whom the literary and cultural
trends of the post-Reformation centuries converge and climax seem to
represent in their mentality and outlook not only two poles of German
life but two specific types and possibilities of human existence as such.
Coming from different social environments and passing through a different
set of experiences, they seemed at first incapable of understanding each
other. But when they at last realized that each stood in need of those
complementary forces in the other which could serve to integrate their
personalities and their works, the friendship they formed transcended in its
implications and consequences the sphere of their individual destiny and
became an event of the greatest national and inter-European significance.
During the years of their mutual intellectual intercourse they both experi-
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enced the fruition of their lives and achievcd the fullest realization of their
literary endeavors.
If we venture to call Goethe a realist aud Schiller an idealist, we do
well to remain conscious of the limitations which are of necessity attached
to such labels. Although the richness and complexity of a great human
personality defies in the last analysis the rigidity of such a classification, it
may aid nevertheless in circumscribing the ways in which reality is seen,
approached, and mastered by individuals of an essentially different physical
and intellectual structure. In the case of Goethe and Schiller it is legitimate
to say that the one (Goethe) experienced reality unreflectingly with his
entire sensuous organism, proceeding from the observation of the individual
and concrete to generalizations and the formation of ideal types and concepts. Schiller, on the other hand, lived and moved in a world of ideal
essences which, as intellectual experiences, were more real to him in their
generality and universality than their feeble images in the world of sense
experience.
a ) Goethe's Personality. Goethe appeared on the German scene in the
historically fateful hour when German civilization was about to throw off
the yoke of an all-embracing rationalism. It was his privilege and his
destiny to complete this liberation by virtue of a unique combination of the
emotional and rational faculties, of elemental passion and tranquil rationwas deeply convinced that all life was mysteriously rooted in
depths and that it was the sacred duty of
mind to render visible and reveal this secret meaning of
justified in calling himself the liberator of the Germans
paradigm of my life they have learned that men must live from within,
that the artist must work from within. For, no matter what he contrives
or how he may act, he will always tend to realize fully his own individuality." In the realization of his own personal destiny, therefore, Goethe followed like Socrates the voice of his "daimon" and recognized in his work the
incarnation of universal laws of being. Thus poetry and truth, life and
work grew into an inseparable unity and harmony.
H e was dissatisfied with the mechanical explanation of nature and mind
as offered by the proponents of Cartesian mathematics, rationalist psychology, and descriptive natural science: he was looking for the "spiritual
isolated and seemingly
disconnected
penetrating analysis of organic and inthe systematic speculations of the nature
an important link
science of organic life
in our own time.
Goethe appeared to his contemporaries as nature's favorite child, richly
endowed with splendid gifts of body and mind, a perfect exemplar of the
human species. Napoleon, not given to euphemistic exaggerations in his
judgment of men, exclaimed upon meeting Goethe: "Voild un homme!"
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Goethe felt himself lovingly and reverently bound to all creatures and to
all the mysterious forces of the universe. In silent admiration and awe
he stood before the unknown and the unknowable. Like Kant he acknowledged the great ethical command of duty and was ever willing to obey
it in the ealization of his own self and in the service of the ideals of
humanity. ith other representatives of Germany's classical age he shared
the belief i the common concerns of a united mankind, $fa common
human fatherland that was not limited by national bonndaries"e
confesses
that as a true cosmopolitan he takes his stand above tbe nations, experiencing the good and ill fortunes of neighboring peoples as his own.
Science and art, he feels, belong to the world, and before them the
boundaries of nationality disappear. Only mildly interested in the political
struggles of the day and rather indifferent to German national ambitions, he
admires in Napoleon the genius of the great ruler and the greatness of a
life of unbending heroism.
Goethe aptly characterized his works as "fragments of one great confession." This is especially true of his lyric poems which as autobiographical
documents of his intimate feelings and ex ~iencesreflect every phase of
an amazingly abundant and variegated life.
ongh surpassed in the epic
and dramatic fields by the genius of Homer, Dante, and Shakespeare, he
remains the foremost lyricist o the world and is unequaled in the nniversality of his creative work. e gave German literature the stamp of
classical perfection and has gained for it a distinguished place among the
literatures of the world. At the same time, he opened up for the German
people the treasury of world literature and, in form and content, in style
and diction, in poetry and prose, gathered its most precious gems and
transplanted them to German soil.
b) Schiller's Personality. In Goethe's judgment the most remarkable
of Schiller's qualities was an innate nobility of mind and soul which influenced everything and everyone that entered into the magnetic field of
his personality. "Every one of Christ's appearances and utterances tends to
make visible the sublime. H e invariably rises and raises beyond vulgarity.
In Schiller there was alive this same Christlike tendency. He touched nothing
vulgar without ennobling it:' Goethe wrote concerning his friend. If Goethe
possessed or achieved a high degree of harmony within himself and between
his own ego and the transsubjective world, Schiller fought a heroic battle
against hostile forces within and without. His uncompromising devotion
to a world of ideal values and his relentless struggle for the realization of
ethical and aesthetic absolutes made his life tense, high pitched, and very
lonely, a life that was cut short not only by the frailty of his physical constitution hut by the all-consuming force of the spiritual fire that burned
within his soul.
In no lesser degree than Goethe, Schiller attained in the end to classical
perfection of form, and to mildness, equanimity, and moral greatness of
character, but the different stages of his life's way were strewn with thorns
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and his victories were paid for with sacrifice and suffering. "His face
sembled the countenance of the Crucified," wrote Goethe after their 1
meeting, and years later he said: "Everything in him was grand and I
jestic, but his eyes were gentle."
Schiller experienced life and world dualistically and dialectically a
struggle between the opposing forces of sensuality and spirituality, ne
sity and freedom, natural inclination and moral obligation. H e was c
vinced that the breach could be healed and harmony ultimately restored
the moral and aesthetic education of mankind and by the recognition
universal and communal principles and institutions as they are manifer
in the social and cultural organisms of family, folk, and fatherland.
moral freedom was the central concept of his life and work, he visuali
the ideal human society of the future as resulting from the intellectual :
moral greatness of a true leader whose leadership received its sanction fr
the eternal law of the universe and the inalienable rights of self-determin
indiv~duals.H e was more interested in a national liberty that rested
these God-given human rights than in the demands of a listless national)
which derived its justification from common biological and racial ct
acteristics. Thus he was without question a "national poet," but at the sa
time a poet and thinker whose love and enthusiasm belonged to the en
human family and whose devotion to the weal of mankind made hin
preeminent educator of his own people.
Great dramatist and moralist that he was, Schiller considered it as
supreme task of the tragic poet to arouse and purify man's moral conscier
H e attempted the impossible, however, when he tried to introduce
Greek idea of an inexorable fate into the world of eighteenth-centi
Humanism and to save and preserve man's freedom and dignity in
face of the inscrutable and impersonal decrees of the ancient "Powers." I
ambition to reconcile the ancient fate tragedy of Sophacles (qg6-405 B
with the modern character tragedy (The Bride of Messina, cf. p. 425 s
remained unfulfilled, and the author was forced into the recognition t
tragic guilt in post-Renaissance drama does not derive from the inflexi
decrees of Fate hut from the psychological inescapahility of human life i
personality as such.
c) Goethe's Life and Works. Three major phases in Goethe's devel
ment may easily be distinguished: the "storm and stress" of his youth,
classical maturity of his manhood, and the wisdom of his old age wt
everything transitory had become for him a symbol of the eternal and
human striving an approximation to a lasting peace and rest in God ("U
alles Drangen, d e s Ringen ist ewige Ruh' in Gott dem Hem").
Johann Wolfgang Goethe (1749-1832) was a native of the city of Era]
furt on the Main, the scion of a well-to-do patrician family, whose ea
education was conducive to creating a well-balanced human character a
in whom theoretical and practical knowledge and the faculties of intelb
will, and imagination could grow and unfold harmoniously.
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At the age of sixteen Goethe entered the University of Leipzig to take
up the study of law, In accordance w ~ t hhis father's wish. But his fertile mind
was anxious to branch out into other fields, and while submerging joyfully
in the glittering atmosphere of the frivolous Rococo society of "Little Paris,"
he der~vedlasting benefit from his acquaintance with Adam Friedrich Oeser,
the director of the Leipzig Academy of Arts, who encouraged his interest
in drawing and introduced him to the aesthetic writings of Winckelmann
and Lessing. Goethe's literary style in this period as revealed in his earliest
lyrics (Annette, 1767) is that of the Rococo (cf. p. 34gsq.) and the Anacreontics (cf. p. 349).
Goethe's stay in Leipzig was cut short by a physical breakdown, caused
by a hemorrhage of the lungs, and the young poet had to return to
Frankfurt to convalesce in the sheltered atmosphere of his parental home.
It was during these months of sickness and gradual recovery that he submitted temporarily to the religions influence of pietistic sentimentalism,
embodied for him in a most appealing form in the life and personality
of Susanna von Klettenberg, who was one of his mother's friends. The
Confessions of a Beautiful Sod, filling the sixth book of the novel
Willielm Meister's Apprenticeship (cf. p. 412), represent Goethe's grateful
acknowledgment of this early influence, and commemorate the mild and
irenic piety of a pure and noble human heart.
In the spring of 1770 Goethe went to Strasbourg to continue his studies,
and it was here that he experienced the influence of Herder and the selfstyled geniuses of the "Storm and Stress" movement (cf. p. 349 sq.). Herder
proved an inspiring and trustworthy guide in pointing out to Goethe the
riches of the literary landscape, in revealing to his eagerly absorbing mind
the secrets of Homer, Shakespeare, Rousseau, and Ossian, of Hebrew and
folk poetry, opening his eyes to the breadth and depth of the realms of
the spirit, and arousing in him the titanic force of his slumbering creative
genius. Standing in awe before the rhythmical musicality of the rising
contours of the Cathedral of Strasbourg, Goethe experienced a close kinship
between his own youthful enthusiasm and the prayerful jubilation of the
Gothic master builders (Von deutscher Bautunst, 1773).
The Sesenheim Lieder are radiant with the shimmer and fragrant beauty
of young Goethe's love for Friederike Brion, the daughter of the pastor
in a neighboring town, while Goetz and Urfaust speak of Goethe's tragic
guilt in sacrificing Friederike's love and happiness to his own "titanic"
need for freedom and self-realization.
After another brief stay in Frankfurt Goethe went to Wetzlar, the seat
of the Rn'chs~ummeugpicht(Imperial Supreme Law Court), to practice
law (1772) I n the autumn of the same year he was back in Frankfurt.
His love for Charlotte Buff, the fianc6e of one of his friends, had prompted
him to save himself by flight and thus to escape the remorse of another
tragic entanglement. The episode itself provided the main theme for the
autobiographical novel The Sorrows of Young Werther (1774).
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The drama Goetz von Berlichingen (1773) was the first work by Goethe
in which a new content was embodied in a new form and style. As such
it became the great model of the "Storm and Stress" poets. But while his
imitators admired the freshness and immediacy of Goethe's language and
the unconventionality of his dramatic technique, they forgot that with him
these devices were only means to convey more forcefully his own personal
message. This message was presented in the form of a folk drama, based
on the autobiography of the gallant Frankish knight (1480-1562) who in
the age of religious revolt and social revolution had made himself the
spokesman and leader of the rebellious peasants. Against Emperor Maximilian's "Land Peace" and the jurisdiction of the imperial court, Goetz
maintained the law of individual self-help, nevertheless considering himself
a loyal imperial knight to the end. To Goethe and his companions Goetz
appeared as a symbol of German greatness, a model of personal courage,
integrity, and moral conviction in a period of social decay and a purely
conventional morality. The struggle between Goetz and his opponents
reflects the passionate attack of Goethe's own generation upon the forces
of stagnation and rationalistic petrifaction. The technical scheme of the
three Aristotelian unities gave way to the dynamic spontaneity of Shakespearean composition, and the vitality of untamed nature broke down the
artificiality of every rule that had its ruison d'ttre not in the structural laws
of character and language.
In the fate of Goetz, Goethe had first realized the tragic destiny of the
great leader, the genius, and superman whose titanic will necessarily predestines him to tragic frustration and defeat in the petty world of spatiotemporal limitations. In fragmentary form and free rhythmical verse Goethe
subsequently sketches the daimonic force that impels, informs, and devours
the lives of Mohammed, Caesar, Socrates,Prometheus, and Faust.
In the original version of Faust (Urjaust, 1773-1775) titanic passion breaks
into the peaceful atmosphere of an idyllic bourgeois world, with destruction
and tragedy resulting from the impact. But Goethe's superman himself,
in deed and misdeed, in craving, lust, and despair foliows merely the dictate
of his "daimon," the unbending law of nature itself, and he remains strong
even in death and perdition. In Gretchen's songs and prayers, in the solemn
invocation of the Earth Spirit, and in the responding chants Goethe reveals
himself for the first time as the great master of lyric poetry.
With The Sorvows of Young Werther Goethe completes the literary cycle
of the works of his youth. This se,timental novel is no less a document
of passion than Goetx or Urjnust, but Werther's passion is "a sickness unto
death" for which no remedy can be fou d in the world of action: from the
outset it is condemned to devour itself in dent suffering and utter solitude.
The superman of action has been replaced by the superman of emotion,
of a feeling whose intensity is heightened and deepened by the gentle rhythm
of nature in which it is embedded, carrying it in a predestined course from
the crisp awakening of spring to autumnal melancholy and the icy lone-
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same time a determined struggle for the preservation of the world of his
own ideals, a world in which personal values maintained their prerogatives
as against the claims of a collectivized society. This courageous and uncompromising self-assertion is expressed in poetic form in the crystalline
clarity of the classical meters of Hermann and Dorothea (1797)~an epic
poem that sets a genrelike idyl of German middle class life and culture
against the dark and bloody background of the French Revolution.
In the meantime Goethe's life and work had received new content and
purpose through the friendship with Schiller. In his remarkable letter of
August 23, 1794, the younger poet had interpreted Goethe's character and
poetic significance with such unusual insight and striking accuracy that
Goethe could in all sincerity confess: "You have given me a second youth,
you have restored my poetic talents." The epistolary exchange of thoughts
between the two princes of German letters lasted until 1799, when Schiller
moved from Jena to Weimar to be in even closer contact with his
admired friend.
Together the two friends composed a series' of epigrams known as
Xenia" (1797), filling the second volume of Schiller's Almanac of the
Muses (1796-I~OO),in which they castigated the mediocre literary taste
of their contemporaries and ridiculed a number of popular favorites in
the realm of letters.
As early as 1785 Goethe had completed the original version of his novel
Wilhelm Meister (Wilhelm Meister's theatralische Sendung). The final
version, Wilhelm Meister's Apprenticeship (Lehrjahre) appeared in 17951796 and was soon universally acclaimed as the unexcelled model of a truly
poetic and artistic masterpiece. It is a typically German novel in that
scenery, situations, and social environment center in the development of
a human character (Enttoic~lungvornan.Bildungvman). The original
version tells of the preparation of a sensitive and talented youth for his
artistic lifework, using the world of the theater as a social and poetic background. The k h r j a h r ~ on
, the other hand, paint a broader picture of the
personal and social influences that mold Wilhelm Meister's character and to
whose guidance and direction he submits, after having overcome such antisocial and undisciplined forces as arise within himself and in the world
around him. These forces are personified in the romantic and mysterious
figures of Mignon and the Harper, manifestations of that "daimonic"
element by which Goethe as much as Wilhelm were both attracted and
repelled, ever conscious of its fascination and its danger.
Schiller's death in 1805 was an irreparable loss to Goethe. He tried to
forget his grief by turning with redoubled zeal to his earlier preoccupation
with the natural sciences. In 1784 he had discovered the intermaxillary bone
in the human skull which confirmed for him his theory of biological evolution by establishing a definite relationship and analogy between the lower

and higher animal organisms. The Metamorphosis of Plants, published in
1789, demonstrated the leaf as the original organ of all plants, and in his
Theory of Colors (Farbenlehre, 1810) he turned against Newton's ideas
concerning the dispersion of light. His scientific research extended to the
fields of botany, morphology, mineralogy, and meteorology. In several
hymnic essays he expressed his unshakable belief in an omnipresent divine
power that informs and animates nature in all its parts and that has designed
$01 every being the law and reason for its existence.
In the years 1807-1808 the first part of Faust was completed and published
in its final form. Then followed the cycle of the masterpieces of the third
maior oeriod of his life., ---------including the novel Elective Afinities (Wahlvkwakdtschaften, 1809), the autobitgraphical memoirs of Poetry and Truth
(Dichtung und Wahrheit, 1811-181q), the series of stories and episodes
entitled Wilhelm Mkster's Travels (Wanderiahre, 1821-1829), the poem
entitled Trilogy of Passion (Marienbad Elegy, 1823), and the second part
of Faust, cornpletid in 1831. '
Elective Afinities, the first major work of Goethe's old age, uses four
main characters to illustrate the parallelism of the moral and natural laws
and their immutahilitv in their resoective
spheres. Elective affinities exert
>
their force of attraction no less in human nature than in chemical elements.
The inviolahiiity of the moral law as exemplified in the marriage bond
becomes tragically evident in the destruction of two human beings who
sacrifice the demands of duty to the urges of passion. For the first time
Goethe designates rational self-control, self-limitation, and resignation as
the social obligations of an enlightened morality.
In Truth and Poetry Goethe gives a poetically colored account of his
life from early childhood days to his twenty-sixth year. The work is filled
with cultural and literary reminiscences and reveals the author's affectionate
attachment to home and family, to all the natural and human forces that
had sheltered his youth and shaped his character.
The fruit of Goethe's study of Oriental poetry was the Westostlicher Divan
(1814-181g), a collection of original and paraphrased lyrics in an Oriental
setting, inspired by his love for Marianne Willemer, who herself contributed some of the poems. In some of the most accomplished verses of
the "Divan" ("1st es moglich, Stern der Sterne.
. ") Goethe followed
Dante's example in glorifying love as the symbolic manifestation of that
supreme law that moves the stars and sustains the universe.
The most precious jewel, however, of the lyric poetry of Goethe's old
age is the Marienbad Elegy (1823), in whose majestic stanzas Goethe's
renunciation of the last great passion of his life is reflected, the renunciation
of his love for Ulrike von Levetzow, a girl who was seventeen years of
age when he first met her in Marienbad and in whose blossoming youth
the sensuous beauty and rapture of life had beckoned to him once more.
The three parts of this Trilogy of Pussion (Trilogie der Leidenschraft) mirror
the threefold struggle of passion versus wisdom, ending with a resignation
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"XENIA (Greek = hospitable gifts) are epigrams whose clnssical pattern war esiablished
by the Roman poet Martial (c. qo-102).
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that vibrates with the undertones of a narrowly avoided tragic despair. Once
more, as in the stormy days of Goetz and Werther Goethe freed himself
from the impending danger of destruction by entrusting his woe to the
magic medium of poetic sublimation: "Und wenn der Mensch in seiner
Qual verstummt, gab mir ein Gott zu sagen was ich leide" (And where
man grows silent in his desuair.. a God has "
eranted me the poetic gift
- of
expressing my suffering).
d ) Goethe's "Faust." "The main business is finished," Goethe wrote in
his diary in 1831, the year before his death. At long last he had completed
and sealed the manuscript of Faust, and therewith he considered his poetic
activity closed and consummated. H e had begun this great mosaic of his
life as a young man, shortly after his return from Leipzig. The Urfuust
bore the marks of his "storm and stress": some of the most sublime passages
of the first and second part owed thei; completion and artistic perfection
to the influence of Schiller's constructive criticism; the rest embodied the
wisdom and mature art of Goethe's old age.
Thus the Faust drama in its entirety recapitulates and summarizes the
author's life and reflects the major phases of his poetic development. Faust,
then, is the great master's most complete and authentic biography. But it is
much more than that: aside from being Germany's greatest poetic document
and one of the rare accomplishments of human genius, the drama
represents and illustrates six decades of the literary and cultural history
of Germany. And yet, with all its timely documentary values, it spans and
covers a much wider area: it is typically German in that it creates timeless
symbols of specific Germanic characteristics, and it is profoundly human
in that it succeeds in reaching altitudes that permit a survey and interpretation of life and reality in their universal and eternal aspects.
When Goethe wrote the first verses of Faust Prussia was still ruled by
Frederick the Great and France by Louis XV. When he sealed the manuscript shortly before his death Europe was shaken by the aftereffects of the
July Revolution in France (1830): Louis Philippe, the "Bourgeois King,"
ruled in France, and Metternich (cf. p. 461 sq.) controlled the destinies of
Europe from the capital of Austria. When Goethe conceived the Gretchen
tragedy of the Urfaust the structure of the Holy Roman Empire was still
outwardly intact. When he published the Faust-Fragment Europe began
to feel the reverberations of the French Revolution of 1789. When he wrote
the classical scenes of the second part the new political order of nineteenthcentury liberalism (cf. p. 523 sqq.) began to dawn, Germany was preparing
for constitutional government and eventual political unification, the ideas of
a system of world trade and world economy were beginning to gain
ground, and there was talk of the building of railroads and the construction
of the great canal systems of Suez and Panama. All these enormous changes
in the outlook of men and in their modes of living are in one way or
another traceable in Goethe's Faust, so that we may be able to find in its

sequence of ideas an expression of the shifting and contrasting problematics
of the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries.
The first part of Faust differs from the Urfaust in that Goethe here no
longer dwells on the violent and tragic encounter between a titanic human
will and the orderly world of a well-tempered middle class morality, but
the emphasis is shifted to the struggle between Faust and Mephistopheles
as representing two essential forces and possibilities of human nature. The
addition of the "Prologue in Heaven" raises the drama to a perspective
which permits a universal view of Faust's destiny within the huge framework of humanity, its aspirations and its aims. The tragedy assumes more
and more the character of a morality play.
Faust, dissatisfied with the wealth of human knowledge which he has
made his own, penetrates into the spheres of the veiled unknown, with the
aid of Mephistopheles, pledging his immortal soul to the devil if ever his
intellectual curiosity, his lust for life, his "longing infinite" can be satisfied.
The rejuvenated Faust emerges from the fullest enjoyment of sensuous
reality with the bitter sensation of remorse, and the "two souls within his
breast," his sensual and spiritual desires, remain more disunited than ever:
he is farther removed than ever from satiety and complacency.
In the second part of the play Mephistopheles introduces Faust into the
arena of social and political action. Faust has learned to confine his desires
to the attainable, but within that sphere of measurable and concrete realities
he wishes to perform great human and social deeds. He passes through the
stages of Goethe's own path of life: at the emperor's court he renders
invaluable service to State and society, busying himself with problems of
government, finance, and war. At the emperor's request he undertakes his
descent to the "Mothers," pictured as personifications of a realm of Platonic
ideas, as the aboriginal and eternally creative prototypes of all things. In his
encounter with Helen of Troy Faust comes face to face with the absolute
perfection of classical beauty, and Helen's catastrophic evanescence makes
him realize that he is not prepared as yet to embrace the ideal and rest
in its contemplation. But his unfulfilled longing urges him on to the
entrance of Hades, Helen's abode. H e is granted the rare favor of listening
to the mighty heartbeat of the earth, the great mother of life, whose vital
forces pass into his own being. The most intimate contact with nature
discloses to him the secret of the perfect appreciation of beauty.
The ultimate union of Helen and Faust symbolizes the synthesis of South
and North, of Greeks and "Goths," of classicism and romanticism. The offspring of this union is the child Euphorion," in whom romantic passion
appears enshrined in classical form.
Faust's social and humanitarian efforts are cut short and his vision is
destroyed by the blinding breath of the gray figure of "Care" and by Death,
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the great affirmant of the corruptibility of man's physical nature. The satisfaction in the enjoyment of the beautiful present moment that Faust in the
hundredth year of his earthly life has not yet experienced, he anticipates as
he sinks into his grave. Angelic hosts, battling for his soul, carry his
incorruptible self to the feet of the "Mater Gloriosa" before whose throne
the blessed spirit of Gretchen intercedes for the salvation of her onetime seducer.
According to Goethe the key to Faust's salvation is found in the
angels' chant:
Whoe'er aspires unweariedly
Is not beyond redeeming.
And if he feels the Grace of Love
That from On High is given,
The Blessed Hosts, that wait above,
Shall welcome him to Heaven!
(Bayard Taylor's translation)*
The mcaning of these verses is amplified by the following pron
of the author of Faust as recorded by Goethe's secretary J. P. Eckerm
in his Convenations with Goethe (1836, 1848) : "In Faust himself we
an ever higher and purer activity to the very end, and, coming from a
the succor of Eternal Love. This is fully in agreement with our relig
concepts, according to which we are saved not by our own efforts a1
but by the supp&ting divine grace."
I n the fifth act of the second part of Eaust the hero's destiny is no 1
determined by the terms attached to the original blood pact with
stopheles but by the metaphysically more important wager between God
Satan, which is the major theme of the "Prologue in Heaven." Fa
like Parzival (cf. p. 153) went through earthly life a s a "knight errant"
has paid the toll and fulfilled the law of his undeviating quest of truth
goodness, and beauty and is thus granted the bliss of eternal rest "in Got
dem Herrn."
In the image of Faust's ripening wisdom and in the challengi
stances which obstructed his plans and eAorts Goethe divined t
Western mankind in the nineteenth century. He realized the inevitability of
the onrushing machine age which would irreverently call in question those
personal and spiritual values that imparted meaning and dignity
life and which he recognized as a precious heritage and bequest of the pas
"The approaching machine age tortures and frightens me: it draws nea
like a thunderstorm, slowly, slowly; but it continues in its direction, and i

* Wer

immer suebend sich berniiht,
Den k6nnea wir erl8seo.
Und hat an ihm die
gar
Von oben Teil genommen,
Begegnet ihm die selige Schar
Mit herzlichem Willkarnmen.
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will come and strike" (Wilhelm Mcirter's Travels). He foresaw the
coming of a civilization that would enfranchise the masses and disenfranchise the human person, that would develop new methods of
production and generate technological advances and material prosperity.
And while he welcomed and blessed the spirit of invention and progress,
he was nevertheless keenly aware of the price that was to be exacted. He
was aware of the dangers that threatened from a preponderance of a purely
practical and utilitarian philosophy of life, and he observed clearly the
relative insignificance of material progress as compared with the permanency
of man's moral nature and problems: "There will be new inventions, but
nothing new can possibly be conceived as far as the moral nature of man
is concerned."
It had been Fanst's intention to utilize technology for the creation of land
and opportunities for a free and industrious people, but in carrying out his
plans he had to rely on questionable helpers whose aid stained his lofty
idealism with the blemish of insufficiency and guilt. The harmony of
moral and material development had been Goethe's ideal goal, but he knew
full well that the hour was near when the incongruity of material and moral
forces would become strikingly evident in the historic evolution of Western
civilization.
e ) Schiller's Life and Worl(. The major phases in the development of
Goethe and Schiller are identical: from the "storm and stress" of his youth
Schiller turncd to the classical form of his mature works and in his philosophical writings gave ample proof of that seasoned wisdom which permeates
the literary documents of Goethe's old age.
Friedrich Schiller's short life (1759-1805) was as dynamically moving in
tempo and rhythm as might be expected when we weigh the magnitude of
his work against the scarcely three decades that were granted to him for
its execution. H e was born at Marbach on the river Neckar, the son of
an army surgeon of Charles Eugene, duke of Wurtemberg. His father later
on became a captain and overseer of the princely. gardens
of Solitude Castle
near Stuttgart.
Young Schiller attended the Latin school at Ludwigsbnrg, where his
extraordinary gifts attracted the attention of Charles Eugene, who decreed
that Friedrich continue his studies at the newlv founded militarv academv
(the "Karlsschule"). His major fields of interest at that time were theology
and medicine, and he was finally permitted by the authorities to substitute
the latter for the course in .iurisprudence
which had been prescribed for him
.
much against his will.
Schiller's craving for free and independent thought and its literary
expression was stifled by the rigid discipline and strict censorship in the
"Karlsschu2e." The s ~ i r i tof revolt that was brewins" within him was
fanned to a feverish ditch by his acquaintance with those writers who had
declared war on outmoded conventions and the soulless regimentation of
the human mind. The works of Shakespeare, Rousseau, Lessing, Klopstock,
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Wieland, and the "Storm and Stress" poets could be acquired and read b
the students of the military academy only as bootleg literature, but
enthusiasm that was aroused by these authors was all the greater.
Schiller was eighteen years of age when he wrote The Robbers (177
his first tragedy, bearing the motto "in tyrannoi' (against the tyrants) an
giving vent to his thirst for freedom and his hatred of despotism. The drama
was published in 1781 and was produced for the first time on the stage of
the National Theatre in Mannheim in the following year. Schiller had
secretly attended the performance and witnessed the enthusiastic reception
that was given to his play. In the meantime the author had completed his
doctoral dissertation On the Interrelation between the Animal Nature a
the Spirztual Nature of Man, had taken his degree and received an appoi
ment as staff surgeon. Returning from a second secret journey to Man
heim, Schiller was arrested and forbidden by his princely employer "
write any more comedies." Unable to bear any longer the enslavement
his creative mind, he broke the chains of his "Stuttgart Siberia" and fl
to Mannheim.
Though the problem of the Robbers was suggested by the unfortunate
experiences of Schiller's youth and by his growing dissatisfaction with the
existing social order, the general tendency remains essentially unchanged
in all his future dramas: he strives to depict the world and its inhabitants,
not as they actually are but as they ought to be. In the bitter accusations of
the Robbers he expresses rhetorically his indignation over the moral failings
of his "emasculated century" and his hunger for human greatness and moral
regeneration. Of the two hostile brothers, Karl and Franz, the former is
a victim and symbol of degraded and enslaved humanity, while the latter
is the representative of the corruption and demoralization of the upper strata
of society. Although the chiaroscuro technique of this drama, with its almost
primitive contrasts of good and evil, results in an oversimplification of the
leading characters, Schiller's revolutionary thesis is powerfully brought home.
The expected financial aid from Baron von Dalberg, the director of the
Mannheim Theatre, was not forthcoming and Schiller's second drama
(Fiesco) was unfavorably criticized and rejected by the authorities. The
homeless and penniless poet found temporary refuge on the small estate
of Frau von Wolzogeu in Bauerbach near Meiningen, where he completed
his third drama, Love and lntrigue (Louise Millerin). Dalherg finally was
persuaded to accept this drama as well as a revised version of Fiesco and
to appoint Schiller for one year as official dramatic author for the Mannheim National Theatre.
Fiesco (1782) was Schiller's first historical tragedy, dealing with the
unsuccessfu1 revolt of an ambitious nobleman against the republic of Genoa.
Love and Intrigae (Kabale und Liebe, 1783), a vivid portrayal of the tragic
plight of the middle classes and their desperate struggle against their
aristocratic oppressors, derives its color and persuasive force from Schiller's
personal ire and resentment. Ferdinand, the son of the all-powerful minister
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of state Walter, and Louise, the daughter of the town musician Miller, are
made the innocent victims of social prejudice and of the damnable intrigues
of a dehumanizing system of political corruption.
Love and lnzrigue is artistically the most convincing of Schiller's early
works, combining the passionate feeling of the "Storm and Stress'' poets
with the coolly calculating dramatic composition of Lessing's Emilia Galotti.
As a stage play it proved even more snccessful than the Robbers.
When Charles Augustus, duke of Weimar, paid a visit to the Hessian
court at Darmstadt Schiller was permitted to read to him the first act
of his forthcoming drama Don Carlos and the duke expressed his approval
by bestowing upon the playwright the title of a Councilor of the State of
Weimar. Nevertheless, Schiller's external circumstances were very much
unsettled. He was suffering from ill health and was brought to the brink
of destitution and despair by lack of funds. More than ever before he was
in need of friendship and human understanding as well as of material aid.
H e therefore accepted gratefully the generous invitation of one of his
admirers, the youthful jurist Gottfried Korner of Leipzig. In a thoroughly
congenial environment he spent two happy and productive years (17851787) in Korner's household, first in Leipzig and, after Korner's marriage,
in Dresden. The joyful exuberance of this idyllic interlude in Schiller's life
is reflected in his Hymn to lay (Lied an die Freude), some of whose
moving stanzas were embodied in the choral finale of Beethoven's Ninth
Symphony.
On Korner's country estate at Loschwitz, near Dresden, Schiller completed
his drama Don Carlos (1787), the crowning achievement of the dramatic
endeavors of his youth and the first of the mature creations of his manhood.
Originally it had been Schiller's intention to make Don Carlos, the son
of King Philip I1 of Spain ("55-1598), the hero of a domestic tragedy in
the royal family, but four years of intensive preoccupation with the subject
matter had shifted the focus of his interest from the personal and psychological to the universally human aspects of the problem. Thus the completed
work became Schiller's first great historico-philosophical tragedy. Carlos'
idealistic friend, the marquis of Posa, became the central character, the
real hero, whose tragic death is not only a moral lesson to the unstable
and self-centered dauphin but a voluntary sacrifice to the ideals of freedom
of thought and conscience, a sacrificial offering that is no less inspired by
the loyal devotion of true friendship than by an even more steadfast
devotion to the cause of humanity. As the loose dramatic composition of
the earlier works is stylized and tightened by the adoption of the five-foot
iambic verse, so the subjective and chiefly negative polemics of Schiller's
"storm and stress" gives way to a positive and constructive idealism of
classical temper and balance.
A very similar development is noticeable in Schiller's early lyric poetry
which culminates in the philosophical poem entitled The Artists (Die
Kiinstler, 1789). In this poem the author praises art as the unique prerogative
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of man, deriving the exalted dignity of the artist from his mission and
obligation to lead mankind to the heights of intellectual and moral culture.
In 1787 Schiller had moved from Dresden to Weimar. Goetbe was still
in Italy, but the poet made other valuable contacts with leading represent.
atives of Weimar society. On a journey to the neighboring province of
Thuringia he made the acquaintance of Charlotte von Lengefeld, who
became his wife in 1790. In the house of the von Lengefelds in Rudolstadt
Schiller and Goethe met for the first time. Although no more intimate
relationship resulted from this casual contact, for the time being, Goethe
was instrumental in securing for Schiller a (poorly paid) position as
professor of history at the University of Jena.
In connection with the writing of Don Carlos Schiller had felt the
necessity of taking up the systematic study of history. The immediate result
of these studies was the History of the Revolt of the United Netherlands
(1788). In 1789 he began his academic activity in Jena with an inaugural
lecture on the nature and purpose of universal history (Universalgeschichte).
In the winter of 1791 Schiller suffered the first serious attack of the lingering
disease which gradually undermined his physical strength and made him
realize that only his great will power could lengthen the span of his
life sufficientlyto permit him to complete his poetic mission. His remaining
years were an almost continuous struggle against creeping consumption,
brought upon him partly by the privations of his youth.
Schiller knew that in order to become Goethe's equal in the realm of
letters, and worthy of the great man's friendship, he had to clarify and
purify his art so as to achieve a classical perfection and unity of form
and content. The study of history served him as a means for the understanding of the meaning of life, the nature of man, and the destiny of mankind. His History of the Thirty Years' Wm (1790-1792) follows the general
direction of his dramatic and lyric production, moving away from the
subjective and imaginative interpretation of experiences and events toward
an objective and sympathetic evaluation of cultural and historical evolution.
But the more deeply he delved into the events of the past the clearer it
became to him that the knowledge of history was in itself insufficient for
a true understanding of its meaning. Therefore, he concluded, a more
adequate discipline was needed to clarify those fundamental concepts and
principles that could in turn be used as starting points and motivating forces
for moral action. Thus he felt the urge to supplement and integrate the
study of history by the study of philosophy. H e approached both history
and philosophy from a practical or pragmatic point of view, looking in
both disciplines for a broader and firmer basis of his art and a metaphysical
justification of his own poetic existence.
Most of Schiller's philosophical works are the fruit of his preoccupation
with Kant and particularly with the Critique of Practical Reason and the
Critique of Iudgment (cf. p. 372 sq.). The "Discipline of Morals" that he
postulates culminates in the idea of human self-determination and moral
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freedom. Its basis is the harmonization of that which is and that which
ought to be, of natural inclination and moral law and obligation. This
harmonization will be the result of a struggle for moral perfection, a struggle
that is brought to a happy conclusion in the placid tranquillity of the
"beautiful soul." These thoughts in all their manifold ramifications are
luminously expounded in the treatise On Grace and Dignity (1793). In the
Letters Concerning the Aesthetic Education of Mankind (1794) he
emphasizes once more the moral and cultural significance of art and
beauty. The Letters were suggested by the noble experiment and dismal
failure of the French Revolution, the first pract~cal attempt in modern
times to construct a State in accordance with the demands of reason. Why,
asks Schiller, was this gigantic undertaking bound to fail? He answers that
modern mankind was not sufficiently educated or prepared to risk the
dangerous leap from unreason to reason. And how could some future
attempt be undertaken with a better chance of success? The commonwealth
of reason cannot be established, says Schiller, until all individual members
of this ideal State of the future have become reasonable. However, "there
is no other way of transforming a sensual into a rational human heing hut
by making him first into an aesthetic heing." Aesthetic education only can
bring about the reconciliation of nature and reason, sensuality and morality,
blind instinct and the sense of duty. It is the privilege of art to lead man
through the realm of beauty gradually into the most sublime regions of
human civilization.
The most personal of Schiller's philosophical ~vorksis the essay On Nazve
and Sentimental Poetry (1795-1796), in which he attempted a justification
of his own art and modern art in general and which provided the succeeding
generation of romantic writers with important principles of literary criticism
and aesthetic judgment. For Schiller it was a question of artistic selfvindication: he had to prove to his contemporaries and to his own satisfaction that his own and Goethe's poetry represented two equally valid
types of literary expression and could thus exist side by side, each in its
own right. All poetry, says Schiller, affects us by reflecting the harmony
of life and nature. But there is an essential difference in the ways in which
ancient and modern poetry achieve this end: the ancient poet was a child
of nature, living in intimate relationship with his surrounding world and
transposing this harmonious outlook into this poetic works. The modern
poet, on the other hand, has lost this original nayvet&,in his own nature
as well as in his relationship to the outer world. H e has intellectually risen
above the state of nature and has thus become conscious of conflicts and
contrasts that can only he resolved by a supreme effort of his creative genius.
While the "naive" (ancient) poet experiences the objects of reality in their
concreteness and simplicity, the "sentimental" (modern) poet experiences
and loves the ideas that are manifested in the world of ohjects. The ancients
and those few who, like Shakespeare and Goethe, are their kin in modern
times, are like unto nature in their view and rendition of life; the moderns,
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on the other hand, must strive to regain the lost harmony of nature and
a second nayvet6 by the roundabout and thorny way of reasoned reflection
and the resolve of their will.
The time had finally arrived for that unique and blessed friendship that
for one decade united idealism and realism in one common effort: the
friendship between Schiller and Goethe. The second meeting, so momentous
in its consequences, occurred in Jena in 1794, on the occasion of a scientific
convention. Five years later, in 1799, Schiller moved from Jena to Weimar
in order to be nearer to Goethe and in closer touch with the court theater
of Weimar which henceforth was to provide the forum for the products
of his dramatic genius.
The influence of Goethe on Schiller's production bore its first fruit, however, in the field of lyric poetry. Always richly and heavily laden with
thought, Schiller's lyrics now began to clothe their profound intellectual
content with a classical form that was enhanced by the sheen of a new
radiance and lucidity. A series of poems that dealt with various phases and
aspects of human and social culture was concluded with the masterful Song
of the Bell (Das Lied won der Glocke, 18oo), which in reality is a song
of domestic and public life, symbolically interwoven with the successive
stages of the casting and the social functions of a church bell.
At last, twelve years after he had completed his Don Carlos, years filled
with unceasing intellectual activity and recurrent mental anguish and
physical suflering, Schiller resumed his dramatic production, that mode of
literary expression in which he had no rivals and in which his sovereignty
remained unchallenged.
Beginning with the Wallenstein trilogy in 1799, his classical dramas
followed each other in rapid succession. Schiller himself considered the
three parts of Wallenstein (Wallenstein's Camp, a prelude in one act; The
Piccolomini, a play in five acts; Wallenstein's Death, a tragedy in five acts)
as a kind of test case to demonstrate to what extent he was able to conform
his own style and outlook to that of Goethe. In Goethe's judgment
Schiller's Wallenstein was "so great that there is no second work that
could be compared with it." In the fate of Wallenstein, the great imperial
general of the Thirty Years' War (cf. p. 284 sqq.), Schiller wanted to portray
"a great and mighty destiny which exalts man while it crushes him." The
work is richer in objective description and realistic observation than any
other of Schiller's dramas. It is, however, not only the first great example
of a modern realistic drama, it is also the first modern historical tragedy
that can hold its own when measured by the genius of Shakespeare. Wallenstein, standing at the height of his fame and power, falls victim to h e
"daimonic" forces of his nature and drags himself and others into the
dark abyss of anarchy and annihilation. It was Schiller's intention to illustrate how the precious gift of freedom may cut both ways, because uue
freedom must rise above chance and arbitrary will and whim, conforming
its decisions to the eternal order of a morally meaningful universe.
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In Mary Stuart (1800) Schiller dramatizes the tragic tale of Mary, Queen
of the Scots, and her hopeless struggle against her implacable adversary,
Queen Elizabeth of England. Madame de Stael (1766-1817), in her book
De Ullemagne describes Schiller's Mary Stuart as the most touching and
the most ingeniously planned and executed among ail German tragedies.
And, truly, in its architectonic grouping of characters and its symmetrical
composition it is quite unique and almost in a category by itself.
T h e Maid of Orleans (1801) Schiller calls a "romantic tragedy," to iudicate that his treatment of the subject matter transcends the realistic frame
of historical events. The heroine of this play is Joan of Arc (1412-1431),
the French peasant girl of Domremy, who at the age of seventeen joined the
royal armies of France, leading them in the liberation of OrlCans and in
their decisive victory over the English. Captured by the enemy, she was
tried by an ecclesiastical court and burned at the stake. Vindicated in 1456,
she soon became the symbol of French patriotism and was canonized by
the Church in 1920.
In Shakespeare's Henry VI Joan of Arc, seen through the eyes of English
nationalism, appears as a damnable witch whose black magic caused the
defeat of the English. In Voltaire's Pucelle d'Orl6ans (1775) the Maid becomes the object of unsavory satire. For Schiller, on the other hand, she is
a divinely inspired prophetess, "a noble image of humanity," whose pure
features have been defiled by prejudice and cynicism. Conscious of her
divine mission and endowed with supernatural power, Joan succumbs to
tragic guilt when she opens her heart to human love. However, she atones
for a moment of forgetfnlness by her final victory and heroic death.
The patriotic fervor of this play contrasted sharply with Goethe's cosmopolitanism and with Schiller's own former convictions as espoused in
Don Carlos. It was Schiller's first contribution to an awakening national
consciousness, a poetic prelude to the beginning struggle for national
liberation and unification. An indication of Schiller's fondness for the
poetically transfigured Maid of Orleans is his words: "You are a creature
of my heart; you will be immortal."
After the completion of his "romantic tragedy" with its loose and colorful
texture, Schiller felt the desire to write a heroic drama "in Greek manner,"
a work that would revive the spirit and style of Greek tragedy and would
thus offer the author an opportunity to match his own talents with those
of the ancients. Form and fable of the Bride of Messina (1803) follow
closely the Greek models, and Schiller introduces into modern drama that
"analytical technique" which was perfected in some of Ibsen's social plays
but which had its ancient paradigm in Sophocles' King Oedipus. The
analytical dramatist delves into the prehistory of the events to unveil step
by step the motivations of the ensuing tragic conflicts.
The Bride of Messina bears the subtitle T h e Hostile Brotherr and is a
"tragedy with choruses." The scene is laid in Messina on the island of Sicily,
and the underlying idea is expressed in the two concluding lines: "Life is
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not the highest of goods, but guilt is the greatest of evils." The inexorable
and impersonal "Fate" that arbitrarily rules over gods as well as men takes
here the form of a curse, pronounced by the ancestor of a princely family
and revived in the mortal hatred of two brothers, a hatred that is fanned by
their ardent love for the same girl, who in the end turns out to be their
own sister. While adopting in externals the ancient Idea of Fate, Schiller
almost imperceptibly introduces certain psychological motivations that make
the action more convincing and compatible with human nature as viewed
from Christian and modern premises. The tragic guilt of the leading characters has its ultimate source not in the decrees of Fate but in the propensities
and moral failings of the individuals. While in Greek tragedy the chorus
functioned as an "ideal person," objectively reflecting the "voice of the
people" or the abstract principles of universal reason, Schiller's two choruses
are decidedly partisan, participating in the action as "real persons" and at the
same time as collective magnifications of the mutually exclusive claims and
interests of the two brothers.
Schiller's last completed drama was destined to become also his most
popular one. The plot of Wilhelm Tell (1804) was based on Aegidius van
Tschudi's (1502-1572) partly historical, partly legendary account (Helvetian
Chronicle) of the liberation of the cantons of Schwyz, Uri, and Unterwalden
from Austrian supremacy, constituting the beginning of Swiss independence
(1291, cf. p. 169 sq.). Never having been able to acquire a firsthand knowledge
of the country and people of Switzerland, Schiller had to rely on his fertile
imagination and on the study of travel books and scientific descriptions of
the Alpine regions, to reproduce local color and to achieve ethnological as
well as psychological accuracy.
In making Tell the soul and moving force of the Swiss rebellion, Schiller
succeeded in anchoring the national struggle for liberation in the personal
struggle of a free man for his inalienable human rights, and by welding
three separate actions into one he gave added strength and hlan to the
underlying idea. Thus from the beginning of his dramatic production to the
end Schiller remained true to himself, uncompromising in upholding the
ideal of freedom and a sworn enemy of all ethical relativism. In Wilhelm
Tell he created a national festival play that stimulated and sanctioned the
national aspirations of the German people.
When death came Schiller was in his forty-sixth year. His physical
strength was exhausted but his mind was in the prime of health and vigor.
Twenty-two years after his death his earthly remains were exhumed and
transferred to the princely tomb at Weimar, where Goethe too is buried.
Musical Classicism: Ludwig van Beethoven (1770-1827). What Goethe
and Schiller had accomplished in the media of language and literature was
independently achieved by Beerhoven in the world of musical sound. Like
the literary giants of Germany's classical age, its lonely musical genius,
though linked with his great predecessors by intellectual and historical
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kinship, created his own artistic form, to enshrine in its symbolism the
timeless values of his human experience.
The fiery pathos of Beethoven's instrumental music was his exclusive and
unique possession, the new and personal organ with which he expressed
the creative power of the human spirit and communicated his response to
the fundamental questions of human existence. So great was the vitality and
unity of content and form in his works, so disquieting and extraordinary the
denouement of tragic conflicts and tensions, that the classical temper of
Goethe recoiled from such an immediacy of elemental passion. Beethoven's
genius, like that of Goethe, embraced world and mankind, but in contrast
to Goethe he was always tragically alone with himself and with his art,
disdaining and disregarding social conventions and attachments in both his
life and his work. Human suffering and human guilt weighed more heavily
upon him than on Goethe, and only in his music was he able to triumph
over the vicissitudes and contingencies of life. By virtue of his strong and
pure artistic will, he forced the complex mass of his emotions into unity
and achieved a brilliance of form of whose purifying force he was himself
fully aware when he said: "Those who learn to understand my music will
free themselves of all the misery with which all the others are burdened."
And in a letter of the year 1802, addressed to his brothers, he gives an
indication of the deepest motivations of his work as a composer: "Godhead,"
he writes, "Thou lookest down upon my innermost being, Thou knowest
it, and Thou knowest that love of human kind and the will to do good to
others abide therein."
Beethoven was born in the city of Bonn on the Rhine, where his grandfather had migrated from Louvain (LGwen) in Belgium and had held the
position of "Hofk.apellmeister" at the court of the princely elector of
Cologne. His father, a drink addict, was employed as a tenor singer in the
princely chapel and was Ludwig's first music teacher. At the age of thirteen
the boy was appointed as second court organist and shortly afterward joined
the princely orchestra as a violist. The elector himself paid the expenses for
Beethoven's trip to Vienna, making it possible for the young musician to
continue his studies under the venerable master Haydn (cf. p. 354sq.).
The death of his father in 1792 caused Beerhoven to prolong his stay
in Vienna indefinitely. Aided by excellent recommendations, he was admitted to the circles of the Austrian nobility, and in 1795 he introduced
and soon endeared himself to the public as an accomplished pianist and a
composer of rank. A few years later he began to feel the effects of a defect
in his organ of hearing, a disease which was gradually aggravated and
ended in complete deafness. Beethoven, becoming more and more retiring,
solitary, and unsociable, retreated into his own self and began to live exclusively in the hidden world of his inner sense of hearing and feeling. But
it was during these years of utter loneliness and seclusion that his vision
and creative powers were most active, producing some of the most sublime
miracles in the realm of musical sound.
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In the development of Beethoven's musical style three major periods
may be distinguished. In the first group of compositions he shows his
indebtedness to the musical forms and the social ideals of the Rococo. The
second stage reveals Beethoven as the great master of a new and highly
personal musical classicism. In the works of his third and final period the
composer encompasses a spiritual realm of a height, breadth, and hepth that
spans and bridges the chasm between time and eternity.
T o the works of Beethoven's youth (1795-1802, op. I-jo) belong his first
three piano sonatas, dedicated to Haydn; the First Symphony (1800, op. 21);
the first string quartets; and a number of other instrumental and vocal
works. The compositions of the classical stage (1802-1815, OD.
. /v,-roo)
< include, among otgers, the Third Symphony @o>ca, 1804, op. 55, originally
dedicated to Napoleon Bonaparte); the Sixth Symphony (Pastoral, 1808,
op. 68) with its fascinating musical interpretation of nature ("psychical"
program music); the Seventh Symphony (1812, op. 92) with its full scale
of emotional and dramatic values, reaching from gentle and dreamlike
lyricism to somber mourning and exultant jubilation; and the light and
vivacious Eighth Symphony (1812, op. 93), marking a happy equilibrium
in the midst of a titanic struggle. To this classical phase of Beethoven's
development belong also ~ i d e l ~ ( 1 8 o ~ ) , ~only
h i sopera, his first great Mass
(in C), and numerous pieces for orchestra, among them the musical compositions to Goethe's Egmont. Among the major works of the third period
stand out the Missa Solemnis (Solemn Hiph Mass in D. 1824). composed
on the occasion of the conseciation of ~;chdnke Rudolph
bishGp of
Olmutz, the foremost of Beethoven's ecclesiastical compositions and the
most convincing documentation of a sincere piety that had its roots in the
Catholicism of his Rhenish homeland. His grandiose Ninth Symphony
(1824, op. 125), combining the symphonic form with that of Cantata and
Oratorlo and thereby creating a novel mode of musical expression, was
composed when Beethoven had already lost his sense of hearing. The last
movement, ingeniously interwoven with the words of Schiller's Hymn to.
fay, contains the sum total of Beethoven's life. Its theme is the striving of
a human heart that yearns for the blessed pastures of purest joy and lasting
happiness but, still caught in the grip of life's anguiih and sorrow, attains
its victory in a gallant and defiant acceptance and affirmation of the challenge of destiny: "However Life be, it is always good" (Goethe).
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